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Abstract
This article shows the process of creation and evolution of an organizational field. By an in-depth longitudinal analysis, we investigate the field of Temporary Work Agencies in Italy (TWAs). The article focuses on how a field evolves over time. We delineate three phases of evolution - incubation, emergence and development - and we analyse events and the role of actors that have characterized them. Further, we identify the institutional logics that have strongly influenced the strategic and organizational behaviour of the actors involved in the Italian field of TWAs and their interactions. Therefore, to respond to this institutional complexity the actors have tried to influence with both individual and collective actions the logics themselves. The analysis shows that two competing logics have coexisted within the TWA field: the regulation logic, inspired by the social status and welfare, and the de-regulation logic, connected to the liberal and free-market model. Through the longitudinal analysis repeated in four different field studies, we have reconstructed the process of evolution of the field, describing the links between the different phases. Our research contributes to the institutional logic perspective fitting into the discussion on the coexistence of competing logics in an organizational field.
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1. Introduction
The evolution of organizational fields can be analysed through the new institutional approach. Not only does the behaviour of the actors influence organizational fields but also many occurring events shape and modify the institutional frame and trigger for organizational change. The evolution of an organizational field can be analyzed as a process of interplay between actors and actions in which institutional events are both random and direct manifestations of actions (e.g. Thornton & Ocasio, 2008; Greenwood, Oliver, Suddaby, & Sahlin, 2008; Thornton, Ocasio, & Lounsbury, 2011).

Through an in-depth longitudinal analysis (from 1986 to 2009), we investigate how a field evolves over time, describing the emergence and the evolution of the Italian temporary work agencies field (TWAs). In particular, through the analysis of events, logics and actors’ roles which animate the field we can identify three phases of evolution: incubation, emergence and development phase.

The aim is twofold: to identify the institutional logics that have influenced the TWAs field in the different stages of development, which are particularly significant for the understanding of the peculiar field and the Italian labour market; to analyse the role of individual and collective actors through the study of the events that shape both the actions and the institutional logics. Further, we highlight how the process of emergence and evolution results in the actions of collective and individual actors, reflecting the competition between dominant and emerging logic.

The research shows that two competing logics have coexisted within the field of TWAs. In our research context the regulatory frame has strongly influenced the strategic and organizational behaviour of the actors involved in the Italian field of TWAs and their interactions. There is a multiple embeddedness between logics of a higher level that shape lower level logics and, at the same time, are conditioned by them. The actors influence institutional logics through a mutual conditioning. Moreover, to respond to this institutional complexity the
actors have tried to influence with both individual and collective actions the logics themselves. In this sense, it is worth to underline the organizational complexity of the TWAs field and its influence on organizational behaviour and practices (Greenwood, Rayanard, Kodeih, Micelotta, & Lounsbury, 2011). As a matter of fact, we study the relationship between events and logics: critical events occurred in the field of TWAs caused the shift from one phase to another and from one institutional logic to another at field level, leading to a change of behaviour of field’s actors. From this point of view, we highlight how players in a field interpret and respond to the events.

Our research contributes to new institutional studies on the institutional logic perspective fitting into the discussion on the coexistence of competing logics in an organizational field.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. We will first provide a theoretical background focusing on the literature about institutional logics. Then, we describe our methodology and the different phases that have characterized the emergence and the evolution of the field. Finally, we describe our findings in order to highlight the events occurring during the period studied and the coexistence of competing logics in the field. Finally, we formulate some final considerations and address future steps of the research.

2. Theoretical Background: Institutional Logics in the Organizational Perspective

The institutional logic approach in organizational studies is useful for understanding the behaviour of individuals and organizations within a wider system of values and beliefs (Thornton & Ocasio, 1999; Lounsbury, 2007). Institutional logics provide the rules of the game (Durand & Jorudan, 2012). They are the fundamental principles of society able to drive social action and represent patterns that provide actors principles, values and assumptions, which are often embedded, to understand organizational realities (Thornton, 2004). According to this perspective, organizational forms, managerial practices and behaviour are manifestations of institutional logics and are justified by the same.

According to Friedland and Alford (1991), the logics are fundamental theoretical constructs that can explain the relationship between actors of an organizational field. Moreover, logics can be considered a way to determine the impact that institutions have on the behaviour of individuals and organizations by guiding actions and practices (Friedland & Alford, 1991; Thornton, 2004; Thornton & Ocasio, 2008).

The interests, values and assumptions of individuals and organizations are embedded within the existing institutional logics. It can be said that there is mutual conditioning: on the one hand, the institutional logic influences the behaviour of the actors and, on the other hand, the institutional logics is influenced by the actors, both individual and collective (Seo & Creed, 2002; Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006). Furthermore, organizational fields have specific logics that are embedded in one or more broader institutional or social orders such as the market, state, family, religion, companies, professions, etc. (Thornton, 2004). Every social system is characterized by a peculiar logic related to material and managerial practices (Friedland & Alford, 1991; Reay et al., 2009), and significant institutions have a central logic that guides and binds individual and collective behaviours. The current debate on institutional logics considers the institutional process as a result of coexistence and interaction of multiple logics. According to this perspective, the organizations and, more generally the society, are governed by a plurality of coexisting logics. Many institutional theorists have argued that organizational fields are organized according to a dominant institutional logic, even though some studies recognize that two or more institutional logics may exist at the same time (Thornton & Ocasio, 1999; Scott, 2008; Greenwood et al., 2008).

In literature we can find different ways of conceptualizing the relationship between multiple logics (Reay et al., 2009, Westenholz, 2011; Nicolini et al., 2016). Some authors argue that among logics there is a dominant one which guides behaviours and in this conceptualization, different institutional logics coexist within an organizational field, challenging each other to become dominant and pushing for radical or incremental changes. Logics are presented as being in competition, and secondary logics are considered drivers of change as they are used to explain shifts from one logic to another (Thornton & Ocasio, 1999; Scott et al., 2000; Thornton, 2002; Lounsbury, 2002). Moreover, other scholars show the presence of long periods of struggle among logics, where competing multiple logics co-exist for lengthy transition periods (Hensman, 2003; Hoffman, 1999). Finally, some studies suggest that multiple logics co-exist influencing different actors and organizations (Lounsbury, 2007, Marquis & Lounsbury, 2007; Reay et al., 2009; Reay & Hinings, 2009). Although some scholars analyze and describe the coexistence and competition of several institutional logics underlying field level changes (Lounsbury & Crumley, 2007; Reay & Hinings, 2009), others analyze the way the organizations adapt to alternative or minority logics (Greenwood et al., 2010; Durand & Jorudan, 2012).

From this stream of the literature emerges that in many fields leading players establish a prevailing institutional logic while the other actors who have different ideas and practices try to diverge from the dominant logic. The holders of a so called “minority” logic promote a way to contrast the dominant logic which prevails in the field...
(Durand & Jorudan, 2012).

2. Methodology and Data Collection

Our longitudinal analysis employs both archival and primary data.

Archival data cover a span of almost 25 years from 1986 to 2009, including government documents, materials available through specialized press and through agencies, financial statements as well as financial reports and planning documents of the TWAs surveyed.

Our primary data consist of four field observations (2000; 2005; 2007; 2009) and 147 interviews that were conducted during the years (see Appendix A for complete proofs and information on data and field studies). We interviewed key actors, managers and CEOs of TWAs, institutional union managers, chiefs of trade associations and experts in the field.

We sequenced our study as follows:

a) in-depth study of archival material to understand the phenomenon and to reconstruct events and dynamics of the period from 1986 to 1999. In this study we run 20 semi-structured interviews to trade unionists, actors involved in lobbying, trade association executives, managers and CEOs of TWAs to know their opinions. Results from interviews have helped us to better understand role of actors involved in the emergence of the new field;

b) first detailed field study (2000): the survey has involved 30 TWAs and we run 40 semi-structured interviews;

c) second field study (2005): the survey has involved 40 TWAs and we run 33 semi-structured interviews;

d) third field study (2007): the survey has involved 31 TWAs and we run 32 semi-structured interviews;

e) fourth field study (2009): the survey has involved 36 TWAs and we run 22 semi-structured interviews.

A further methodological clarification should be made regarding the classification of the events analysed in the next section of this work. In particular, we identified a list of events that, to differing degrees, affected the institutional life of the field and the TWAs in the three main phases. We submitted to our interviewees this list, asking them to express an opinion on the importance of each event, using a graduated response scale. Finally, we have grouped events according to the strength dimension (weak/strong) and to the origin dimension (exogenous/related to the field).

3. The Evolution of the Italian Temporary Work Agencies Field

Although many European countries and USA made use of temporary employment opening the doors to new type of contracts already in 60’s, Italy was hindering its introduction into the employment framework and in the labour market mainly due the lack of interest and to the existence of various constraints and contextual factors.

The Italian historical context imposed a rigid regulation of the labour market that provided for the recruitment of workers exclusively through standard full time permanent employment contract. This led to a "demonization” attitude towards the temporary work contract, actually called agency work, and all forms of “atypical” work. Agency work supporters use the word “demonization” (as results from the interviews) to describe the hostile attitude of several actors (trade unions, leftist parties and extra-parliamentary left-wing formations, social centres, etc.) who, in those years (but also afterwards), tried to halt the introduction of the contract in Italy. Therefore, in this situation, the emergence and evolution of the new TWAs organizational field was long and complex. We have divided into three main phases, according to the main events occurred in those years:


The incubation phase (1986-1997)

In the incubation phase fierce debates gave rise to cultural and ideological clashes. During this period, information activities, strong lobbying, intense negotiations and legal actions took place to spread the knowledge about temporary agency contract, but also wanted to determine the structural and regulatory features needed for the future organizational field.

In 1986, the Labour Minister at the time, involved in the Socialist Party, presented a law that triggered the incubation period. This was the first serious attempt to start a debate on the introduction of the temporary agency employment contract in Italy.
A multinational work agency entered the Italian labour market after the presentation of the Law. In 1989, ADIA, a Swiss multinational and world leader in the industry, gained control of Syntex, a Milan-based company focused on HR recruitment, with the purpose of promoting a policy aimed at accelerating the introduction of the new type of contract in an attractive market such as the Italian one. This event and the Italian management of Syntex led to the lobbying to raise awareness and to start the endorsement of temporary agency employment in Italy.

Non-institutional actors - including Italian human resource management consulting companies interested in broadening their range of action - put in place lobbying activities to encourage the implementation of temporary agency employment. As a consequence, the entry of these actors in this scenario gave a boost to the legitimation process. These companies started to disseminate information about the main feature of the contract and the related benefits through trade press articles and seminars and workshops addressed to trade unions, opinion leaders, labour policy makers of leading political parties and representatives of associations.

At the same time, some actors played an equally significant role within political institutions and trade unions since they supported the introduction of temporary agency employment more than others. In this way, they became key players with a networking role between actors arguing in favour and against the type of contract.

At the beginning of the 1990s three main events occurred:
1. The European Union Directive no. 383 dated June 25th 1991 that urged national governments to reshape regulations in order to increase the employment levels by leveraging a more flexible labour market;
2. Legal Decree No. 1 dated January 5th 1993, which is also known as the “Mazzocca” Legal Decree, aimed at introducing the instrument, but never approved by Parliament nor reiterated by the Government;
3. The social pact dated July 23th 1993 that was signed by the Government, unions and business associations, which provided for the introduction of temporary agency employment in Italy. For the first time the Italian unions agreed to the establishment of the new type of contract.

In particular, the last event can be considered a strong one. The social pact is a momentous milestone in the institutionalization process because it changed the terms of the debate and shifted the focus from ideological problems to issues related to the definition of the main features of the upcoming new contract.

In this framework, foreign multinational TWAs continued to have a crucial role in the change process for the promotion and implementation of temporary agency employment. The “Club di Milano”, which is an organization made up of the most prestigious multinational companies (Adia, Ecco, Vedior, Manpower and Randstad), was founded at the end of 1993. Moreover, in 1996, the lobbying activity was reinforced and the “Assilt” association was formed. Assilt involved some multinational corporations and many small Italian HR consulting companies that started to view temporary agency employment as a real market opportunity. At this stage of the field incubation process, a key question raised concerning the debate on the status of agency workers. On the one hand, trade unions argued that the worker had to be employed by the agencies on a permanent basis with an availability indemnity for periods of inactivity, and, on the other hand, TWAs saw this as an obstacle to the development of the field.

Towards the end of 1996, there was another battleground concerning the identification of the requirements and obligations that TWAs should have followed. On this issue, trade unions strongly pushed towards the introduction of strict requirements for the access to the temporary labour market, such as the obligatory presence in more than one Italian Region with multiple branches, the availability of a fixed share capital, the need to have significant security deposits and the exclusivity of the corporate purpose. This would have guaranteed access to mid-sized and large companies and prevented non-professional operators to access the field.

In 1997, after a long process, the so-called Treu Law (Law 196/1997 and related legislative and Ministerial provisions) was approved. This law formalized the temporary agency employment institution in Italy and legalized the activities of TWAs (defined as a temporary work agency), by defining the structural characteristics and limiting their scope to the management of agency employment and agency workers. The TWAs field is characterized by clear and well-defined boundaries, which are the result of the regulations that introduced temporary agency employment (Law 196/1997).

The emergence phase (1997 – 2003)

The Treu Law (Note 1) outlined a regulatory framework that characterized the field of companies providing temporary employment in Italy.

Temporary agency employment is a type of contract that regulates the relationship between three actors: the temporary work agency, the employee (the agency worker) and the user company, which may be a private or
public organization. Thus, as known, temporary employment is characterized by a triangular relationship, through which a TWA assumes a worker with agency contract on a fixed-term basis (and in last years on a permanent basis too, according to the Italian legislation) and places him/her within the user company, that is the agency’s client.

The Treu Law conditioned the emergence of the field by imposing a set of constraints on the agencies that formally defined the legitimizing template within the field.

As of today, we refer to the prohibition of replacing workers on strike, and workers in companies who have fired workers in the last two months, with agency workers. Moreover, agency contracts were forbidden for companies in downsizing and for replacing workers requiring special medical surveillance.

In January 1998, the first 11 agencies were authorized and started to provide temporary agency employment. At the end of 2003, 65 agencies were working nationwide. The field rapidly grew. Between 1997 and 2002, the turnover of the agencies grew from 128 thousand Euros to just over 3 million Euros, branches increased from 400 to more than 2000 and employees went from 1,360 to almost 7,000.

In this phase, the Treu Law also established two bilateral organizations: Ebitemp that bring together trade unions and trade associations and Forma.temp the bilateral association managing the funds for the temporary workers training. These associations carry out a wide range of activities: on the one hand, they manage funds and services (primarily training) and, on the other hand, provide the various parties involved (TWAs and unions) a discussion forum where they could share ideas and build collaborative relationships, on the behalf of agency workers.

In 2000, the existing TWAs grouped together into three different associations (Confinterim, AILT, APLA), playing a crucial institutional role, not just in carrying out lobbying strategies, but especially in providing information to reinforce the social legitimacy of agency work.

It is worth to emphasize the role of trade and enterprises associations: from 2000 onwards, they became involved in reinforcing the social acceptance of agency work.

Several events have characterized the emergence phase, influencing and changing the field of TWAs.

The Labour Minister at that time formed a committee to write the White Paper on the Italian labour market, the labour flexibility issue and the new forms of employment contracts (October 2001). This was a significant contribution to promote a more flexible labour market and, consequently, pushing towards the deregulation of employment. After this the government also began to challenge the so-called “article 18” of the Workers’ Charter (Law 300/1970) falling under the "freedom of unions’ association" and dealing with unjustified dismissals for certain categories of workers.

In 2002 within a climate of dissent, the Red Brigades (a Marxist – Leninist terrorist organization) killed the Professor Marco Biagi who joined the White Paper. Subsequently, in July 2002, the Government and the unions signed a national agreement regarding reforms and flexibility, but CGIL did not sign the agreement. Nonetheless, we must emphasize that this event has marked a split within trade unions and the consequent weakening of a highly regulated system.

In this context of reforms, the right-centre Government’s strategy (led by Silvio Berlusconi) came to the definition of the Law 30/2003 and the implementation of Legal Decree No. 276 dated September 10th 2003, that deeply changed the regulatory framework of the field.

The development phase (2003-2009)

Law 30 of 2003, which is better known as the Biagi Law (together with Legislative Decree 276/2003) (Note 2), represents the event that launched the field's development phase, by introducing different changes that significantly affected its evolution. The Biagi Law substituted the Treu Law and integrated new elements, such as:

1. The legal cancellation of the brokerage and intervention ban (pursuant to law 1369/1960);
2. the repeal of the obligation to have a single business purpose: this enabled all employment agencies to enter the labour market by diversifying their range of services which not only included employment services but also a series of additional, related services (training, outplacement, staff leasing, job placement, etc.).

In 2003, with the Legislative Decree No. 276, a bilateral body, Ebiref, emerged for the additional wages and education for the leased workers hired with permanent contracts by the agencies.

Despite the drive towards liberalization, the Biagi Law retained some constraints, such as the prohibition of employment to replace workers that are on strike, the rules regarding the renewal and extension of the missions,
and ensuring the protection of the employee’s rights as provided for by the Workers’ Statute.

Moreover, the law also established the setting up of a sole register of all the legally recognized and operating TWAs with the Ministry of Labour as well as, at the same time, introducing a single authorization system for TWAs.

In this scenario, it is useful to provide some details regarding the expansion of the field at that stage. During the development period, the TWAs industry increased significantly up to 2006 and then started to decline in 2008.

In May 2006, the centre-left coalition won the elections with its program that included, as a key issue, the aim of reducing job insecurity.

The trend towards neo liberalism and greater deregulation of the labour market decreased with this new government. The short-lived government (2006 – 2008) therefore almost failed to have an incisive effect on legislation and the election of the fourth Berlusconi government, with the Labour Ministry headed by Maurizio Sacconi (co-author of the “White Paper” aforementioned), marked a renewed phase of more extensive deregulation of the Italian labour market.

During these years, the global financial and economic crisis heavily affected the last developments in the field. There was a fall in demand due to a shock in the industry, since only extremely few agencies had predicted such a strong crisis. The optimistic expectations and forecasts of 2006/2007 that resulted from interviews with agency managers or from reading the reports to shareholders in the financial statements of 2008 were entirely disregarded.

Until September 2008 (the moment we identify with the beginning of the Italian socio-economic crisis), TWAs operated in a sector that had witnessed constant growth from the outset (with growth rates that often reached 10%). In 2008-2009 figures show the dramatic restructuring and reduction of the TWAs industry: in particular, turnover backed to the levels of the previous four years, completely erasing the extraordinary development of the three-years period 2006-2008.

In order to fight the crisis that struck the global economy, On 23 December 2009, as part of the 2010 Budget (Law no. 191 “Disposizioni per la formazione del bilancio annuale e pluriennale dello Stato” [measures for the formation of annual and long-term budget]) the Italian parliament passed a series of measures designed to tackle the crisis that ravaged the world economy and reinforced the role of Italian TWAs. In particular, they included several innovations in the existing legislation that encouraged TWAs and reinforced their position within the labour market, extending their sphere of action in three significant directions:

1. Entrusting TWAs with an important role in active employment policies by assigning them the functions of outplacement for workers enrolled in unemployment lists;
2. removing a series of conditions in favour of fixed-term contracts (for those workers direct-hired by client organizations), making this type of contract equal to agency work, by equalizing the causes of the ban;
3. reinforcing the multifunctional role of TWAs by re-introducing staff leasing (introduced and then removed several times in previous legislative proceedings).

4. Discussion

4.1 Evolution of TWAs Field: The Main Events

The process of evolution of TWAs field is due to several events that caused many changes in the field. In particular, these transformations seem to be caused by different types of events.

We have distinguished between weak and strong events. This distinction depends on how much the event is able to erode the dominant logic, to resist to a competitive logic or activate an institutional change. We have identified the momentous events into strong and weak groups based on their ability to affect the dominant logic, to object the competing secondary logic and/or to activate institutional change.

A strong event can be a “breaking point” marking the transition from one logic to another or causing a significant institutional change, both in the presence of a coexistence of logic and the presence of a dominant logic (critical events, according to Reay et al., 2009). However, we highlight that weak events represent key moments in the evolution of an organizational field too.

Furthermore, we have classified the events based on their origin. These classifications included events that were directly related to the field specific institutional logic (field specific) and external events related to the basic logic, or the higher-level institutional order.
The research carried out on the field of TWAs has highlighted the importance of events to understand the development process of the organizational fields and interdependence between logics and action (Meyer, Brooks, & Goes, 1990; Greenwood, Sudberry, & Hinings, 2002; Nicolini et al., 2016). The analysis shows the existence of a series of inconsequential events that, nevertheless, represent significant moments in the evolution of the field under investigation and confirm the existence of an institutional logic in a certain period.

As already mentioned in the methodology section, we have classified the events during the three phases analysed, according to their importance and weight (strong/weak) and origin (exogenous or background events/events directly related to the field).

The De Michelis Law is the first strong event that breaks the balance by opening the debate on the possibility of temporary work in Italy, until then regarded a taboo topic. The fact that De Michelis was not an ordinary member of Parliament, but the Labour Minister, emphasizes the strength of this event.

The Mazzocca Law represents another point of attention in the lobbying activities taking place in Italy, but it received little attention by media and political debates, and also managers and other actors we have interviewed gave little evidence to this.

Amongst the strong events in the first phase, we highlight the creation of the “Club di Milano”: an association made up of six leading multinational companies in the field with the purpose of coordinating the institutional lobbying activities and promoting temporary employment in Italy. These multinationals also acted independently, in this sense, we should take into consideration the Aida’s (now Adecco) takeover of an Italian recruitment company (Syntex).

In the incubation phase, the strong event is the Treu Law dated 1997 that represents the formal emergence of the organizational field and is the result of all actions carried out in the period observed.

During the emergence phase of the field, the foundation of the bilateral organizations (Forma.temp and Ebitemp) can be considered the main strong event directly related to the field. In fact, Forma.temp and Ebitemp are essential meeting, mediation and negotiation points between the actors of the field.

In the emergence phase, numerous minor exogenous events provide a sense of existing social conflict that strongly marks the conflict between the two institutional logics: in particular, there is a battle preserving the “article 18” of the Workers’ Statute and the murder of the Professor Marco Biagi.

Among the strong events external to the field, we should also remember the publishing of the White Paper on employment and the approval of legislative decree 276/2003 that significantly change the field by removing a set of constraints on TWAs activity, such as the corporate purpose and transforming the agencies into “multifunctional” operators, operating in different HR area.

During the development phase, there were a series of strong events directly connected to the organizational field. In particular, it is worth mentioning the introduction of welfare measures that Ebitemp directly introduced to support leased workers. These were aimed at strengthening the legitimation of agencies and creating conditions needed to change the 2010 Financial Law. Another significant event is the creation of Assolavoro, which united the TWAs into one association (involving Ailt, Apla and Confinterim and belonging to Confindustria, the Association of the Italian Firms). This solution reinforced the negotiation powers of the agencies. Moreover, the global economic crisis, one of the strong exogenous events of considerable importance, influenced the Government policies, the behaviours of the TWAs client companies, the workers and the agencies themselves.

Following we provide a table that summarize the events we have listed and described, according to the two dimension

Table 1. An overview of the main events in the TWAs field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incubation phase (1986 – 1997)</th>
<th>Dick epileptic</th>
<th>Social pact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU Directive</td>
<td></td>
<td>Treu Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntex takeover by Adia</td>
<td></td>
<td>De Michelis Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Mazzocca” Law Decree</td>
<td></td>
<td>Foundation of the “Club di Milano”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak events</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strong events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events related to the field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exogenous and background events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eu Directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntex takeover by Adia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Mazzocca” Law Decree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.2 Competing Logics in the TWAs Field

Our study shows and describes the evolution of the TWAs field characterized by the coexistence of two competing logics that have affected the Italian labour market over the past twenty-five years.

Firstly, we investigate the role of actors involved in the emergence of the TWAs field and the events that have conditioned different logics that affected the field. By identifying the phases that have led to the emergence of the field, we can distinguish events that, on the one hand, spring directly from the actions undertaken by individual actors in the field or collective actors, and, on the other hand, exogenous events that shape the actors’ actions and the rise of dominant logics.

In fact, the actions of the individual or collective actors activated many events by giving life to more or less explicit lobbying activities. Many individual actors belonging to the field (managers, consultants, business people, unionists, etc.) have directly or indirectly (through seminars, conferences, meetings with the minister and the government and discussions with the unionists) pursued a series of actions with the purpose of influencing the field regulations (causing decrees, law, ministerial memorandums, framework agreements and the National Collective Bargaining Agreement).

It is interesting to note, in this sense, the role of the media and press supporting the social legitimacy of the agency contract and thereby encouraging politicians to introduce measures to facilitate its development. Moreover an intense organization of seminars and conferences and the dissemination of studies and research consistently came out in different times.

The bilateral organizations Ebitemp and Forma.temp, and Assolavoro have played a crucial role during the three phases, replacing the government’s welfare policies to care for agency workers who were considered not sufficiently protected by public welfare. For example, Ebitemp introduced some measures to support income and to facilitate access to credit.

In light of these considerations, a crucial focus concerns the relationship between the events occurring in the field and the institutional logics. We highlights the coexistence in the TWAs field of two competing logics: the regulation logic, inspired by the social status and welfare, and the de-regulation logic, connected to liberal and free-market models.

The regulation logic was formed in Italy following the struggles of workers and trade union movements that culminated with the approval of the Workers’ Statute (1970). This logic refers to a series of laws and regulations designed to protect workers, the stability of the employment relationship and the role of the trade unions. The regulation logic focuses on protecting workers’ rights, on the possibility of widening the scope of collective national contracts and the effort to limit management’s employment activity. Moreover, this logic identify the permanent full-time contract as the unique type of employment for the Italian workers.

The de-regulation logic sprouted in Italy in the early 1990s when the need for companies to be flexible became somewhat stronger due to the gradual process of market globalization. This second institutional logic is based on a more liberal approach leading to a more flexible labour market with less strict barriers. Actors supporting the
**De-regulation** logic strength and justify flexible forms of work within companies, rejecting job insecurity and precariousness provided by trade unions and leftist political parties. With the **de-regulation** logic, the emphasis shifted from the protection of a permanent job to the worker’s employability.

As already mentioned, we emphasize three significant “breaking points”: Treu Law, Biagi Law, and the socio-economic crisis. The Treu Law marks the field’s emergence in an institutional context that is still heavily influenced by a **regulation** logic, although the event started to scale it down, leaving space for a new minor **de-regulation** logic. The second breaking point, the Biagi Law, represents the achievement of a coexistence between the two different logics, with the dominance of the **de-regulation** one until 2009. Finally, the crisis heavily changed the scenario, affecting the behaviours of the actors within the field. In fact, although the coexistence of the two logics remains, the crisis unbalanced the dominance, weakening the **de-regulation** logic, due to measures based on the protection of agency workers (Figure 1).

Therefore, from the analysis of the emergence of the field and the development process, we observe that the transition from one phase to another is marked by these breaking points that represent a radical change in the balance between the prevailing of the two institutional logics.

Until the 1980s, the dominance of the **regulation** logic characterizes the Italian labour market. After the Treu Law it continued to dominate since the decision to maintain the ban on brokerage, the obligation of exclusivity, the providing of an authorization process and the many constraints on the TWAs activity, represent features to maintain high barriers to the field.

Anyway after 1997, during the field’s emergence phase (1997-2003), the **regulation** logic slightly started to weaken. In this period, many endogenous and exogenous events, endured or activated directly by actors of the field, animate the opposition of the logic. Such as the rise of the Berlusconi government in 2001, the 2002 union agreement, the publishing of the White Paper and, most of all, the founding of Ebitemp and Forma.temp and their following activities to support workers by replacing public welfare. The approval of the Biagi Law enshrined this weakening process.

The scenario starts to change in 2003. Despite the presence of a strong coercive pressure (the Biagi Law), TWAs, due to the higher competition among the field, start to implement organizational differentiation strategies. During the development phase (2003 - 2009), there is coexistence between the two institutional logics. Except for a short break in 2006 caused by the rise of the centre-left government, the main contents of the Biagi Law are not changed.

During the incubation and the development phases of the TWAs field, we notice how the **regulation** logic gradually left space for the **de-regulation** logic, leading to a coexistence of them and then in the development phase (2003-2009) to the dominance of the **de-regulation** logic.

During this period, there is a slow and continuous dissemination of the need for greater liberalization of the labour market but, at the same time, the main trade unions and some centre and leftist parties were working to struggle this emerging drive. Moreover, in these two phases, we examine the combination of two different models. The first one is inspired by a liberalist vision of the labour market that is flexible, attentive to the needs of businesses and interested in limiting the restrictions on the use of the agency contract. The second one, on the opposite, is inspired by the need to regulate the labour market and to protect agency workers, thus, inclined to maintain strict constraints on how TWAs use the contract and the criteria of firms to use the temporary agency employment.

The socio-economic crisis upset the balance. In fact, the “laissez faire” approach that have characterized the economic governance until then weaken and the measures adopted in the labour market are characterized by a strong use of public resources to protect workers and to reinforce the social status, mainly through income support instruments.

Following we provide a figure that shows how the two logics we describe have characterized the field during the three phases, competing each other and coexisting.
5. Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Researches

In this paper, we have described the process of emergence and evolution of organizational field according to institutional logics approach. Thus, different institutional logics in different historical moments influence the emergence and evolution of the organizational field, and the behaviour of the actors that animate the field (e.g. Hoffman, 1999; Scott, Ruef, Mendel, & Caronna, 2000; Seo & Creed, 2002; Thornton 2004; Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006; Thornton & Ocasio, 2008). In particular, on the one hand, the institutional logics and, the institutional order that pervades, at a higher level, the different aspects of the Italian society (social and economic culture and politics) on the other hand, play a pivotal role by characterizing the economy and specifically the Italian labour market. In this context, some of the actions that occur during week or strong events help to explain stability or change of the field at a certain time. In particular, this work studies the institutional logics that constitute, on the one hand, the background of the individual and collective actions and, on the other hand, the effect of these actions.

Our work contributes to institutional theory at different levels. First, we can give some considerations on the sequence of strong and weak events and the relationship between actors, events and logics. In particular, we point out the ability of actors to generate some of the events that occur in the field and consequent shift from one logic to another. Secondly, we observe that the regulatory frame strongly influences the strategic and organizational behaviour of the actors within the Italian field of TWAs. Therefore, the actors face an institutional complexity to which they try to answer with a series of individual and collective actions aimed at influencing the same logics through a mutual conditioning that may be more or less direct.

Moreover, our work contributes to the institutional theory from the methodological point of view. The longitudinal analysis is able to explain phenomena hardly to describe with other methods. As a matter of fact through an in depth research repeated in four different field studies, our study manages to reconstruct the process of evolution of the TWAs field, describing the links between different phases.

As far as concerns our future researches, it would be very interesting to repeat a new field study (from 2009 to 2017) to analyze the role of the government into the economic system and the effect of the debate about the exit mechanism from Italian labour market (Art. 18). Moreover, it would be significant to study events, logics, role of actors and strategies adopted in this period, in order to identify new phases and to depict process of changes in the Italian field of TWAs and in the competing logics.
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Notes

Note 1. The Treu Law (Law 196/97) “Norme in materia di promozione dell’occupazione” takes its name from the former Italian Minister of Labour, Tiziano Treu, who was its chief promoter.

Note 2. The so-called Biagi Law (Law 30/2003) “Delega al Governo in materia di occupazione e mercato del lavoro” takes its name from chief promoter Marco Biagi.

Appendix A - Summary of the longitudinal analysis and field studies
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